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COLLEGES DISCUSS Spain Wins Struggle
ENDOWMENT POLICY
week-end, April 18 and 19, rep-
from the undergraduate
bodies of Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Mount
Holyoke, Radcliffe, Smith, Vassar, and
Wellesley gathered in New York at the
invitation of Barnard to discuss how
undergraduates might further the work
of the Alumnae Committee on endow-
ments. Miss Mildred Akin from Vas-
sar attended; Miss Helen Bell and Miss
Harriet Moore from Bryn Mawr; Miss
Frances Freeman and Miss Aimee
Bourneuf from Radcliffe; Miss Elinor
Best and Miss Helen Gunner from Wel-
lesley; Miss Elizabeth Alkire and Miss
Louise Wilde from Mount Holyoke;
Miss Lorna Macdonnell and Miss Caro-
lyn Sherwood from Smith; and the
undergraduate officers from Barnard.
On Saturday noon the Barnard trus-
tees, the delegates, and the members
of the Committee were entertained at
luncheon at Barnard. In the after-
noon all attended Greek Games, the
classic festival Barnard presents every
spring, and following that, a formal
tea was held in the College Parlor,
Barnard Hall, at which Mrs. William
Franklin Eastman, an alumna of Rad-
cliffe and Chairman of the Committee,
Mrs. Eastman said that the field of
publicity as it is generally understood
did not lie with the students, that
the articles in newspapers and maga-
For Its Independence
history, became a republic April 14,
when King Alfonso departed for France
and triumphant, former-political-pris-
lonal president of the Republic of
Spain. According to the king's state-
ment, he is not abdicating nor re-
nouncing his throne, but merely leav-
ing Spain for the present to avoid
bloodshed while the provisional gov-
ernment holds elections to decide what
the country prefers; to all practical
Spain has been in an uneasy state
since early last December, when mili-
tant republicans undertook to depose
Alfonso XIII by force of arms. The
triumphed in a pitched
battle at Jaca
from Morocco t
gion. A royal d
Committee
in in the 1
matter o;
direct contribution the girls could
make to the whole movement which
the seven presidents had inaugurated.
The Committee was appointed, she said,
when the presidents realized that col-
together rather than separately. It is
hoped to stimulate interest in all insti-
tutions for the higher education of wo-
men. A long list of articles that have
appeared in behalf of the women's col-
leges was also read.
By discussion of facts in dormitories
each student may come to realize the
debt she owes the college from endow-
ments. This debt she may repay in
the future by remembering her col-
lege if ever an opportunity to dispose
must be widely advertised in the fu-
ture. With this purpose in view the
president conceived the idea of the
present Alumnae Committee.
Interclass Song Fest Will
Come Soon; Prizes Awarded
The annual Song Competition, which
will be held Tuesday, May fifth, at
Step-singing, is being preceded as usu-
al with hushed conferences and prac-
tices. Laboring song leaders are urg-
ing their classmates to swell the chorus,
and the class boards are full of notices.
The competition this year is In two
groups. The first is comprised of two
songs which are sung by each class,
Tree Day Song, which is sung as the
classes form the "W on the Green, and
Oft, Thou Tupelo. In the second group
are the original class songs presented
by a small picked group. Prizes are
awarded as follows: $10 to the class
that wins the group singing, $10 to the
author of the winning original song,
and $10 to the composer of the music.
Last year the class of '30 won the ori-






interim of seven years, and General
Berenguer resigned as premier. Guerra,
a statesman of liberal tendencies,
failed to form a satisfactory cabinet
and Admiral Aznar was appointed as
prime minister. The election which
finally spelled the downfall for Al-
fonso was only for municipal alder-
man, but its results left the king not
a vestige of doubt about the will of the
people. The monarchial candidate I
failed to carry even the constituency
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
M. I. T. Professor Lectures
Here On Organic Chemistry
Professor James F. Norris, of the
|
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
will speak here on Monday, May 4, at
8:00 o'clock in Billings Hall. The lee-
j
ture will be on some phase of organic
chemistry interesting to everyone. Pro- I
fessor Norris is a very popular lectur-
!
er because of his ability to speak in- i
telligibly on difficult subjects.
Professor Norris is head of the Or- I
ganic Chemistry department at Massa-
chusetts Tech, and is director of the i
research laboratory. As one of the
foremost American Chemists, he was a
j
delegate to the International Chemistry
\
Union, where he was head of the Re-
i Students To Give Recitals
For Reading And Speaking
Florence Jackson, a
on occupations for women, comes to
Wellesley on Thursday. April 23rd, and
Friday, April 24th. On Thursday, she
speaks at 4:30 on Buying and Selling
and at 5: IS on Pjtblic Health. On
Friday at 4:30 her subject is Personnel
Work. The meetings are in Shakes-
peare House. Tea is served each day
at 4 o'clock. She will hold individual
conferences on Thursday, April 23rd,
and Friday, April 24th. Anyone wish-
ing to see her and discuss individual
plans or ask questions about vocational
opportunities may do so by making an
appointment at the Personnel Bureau.
The list of appointment hours is on
the door of Room 242, Green Hall,
(Personnel Bureau)
.
Room drawing for the Class of 1932
will be at Billings Hall at 4:00 P.M.
Thursday, April 23. Receipt for appli-
cation fees for the coming year must
On Friday afternoon, April 24, at
4:30, there will be given a students'
recital at Billings Hall. The program is
PIANO Prelude in C Major, Op. 12
Wedding Day at Troldhaugen
VOICE "All! Lo so" (II riaute
Majico) Mozart
Dorothy Fuller, *33
PIANO Prelude in F Sharp Minor
Chopin
Prelude in B Flat Minor Chopin
Prelude in G Minor Chopin
Nancy Nichols, '31
Rondo Capriccioso Op. 14
Administration Takes
Pet Seats in Chapel
"Creatures of habit"—so are we
all. Even the most enlightened and
progressive of administrators and
faculty members cling to familiar
seats in chapel, where every Sun-
day they religiously (quite literally)
appear in the same places.
According to the custom of years.
Miss Pendleton occupies the second
seat from the aisle in the third row
on the right. Miss Alice Vinton
Waite sits on the aisle seat in the
row behind the president, and Dean
Wniti.'s sister invariably favors the
the
Mary Jane Stare, '32
VIOLIN Concert in A Minor
Vivaldi-Nache2
Emily A. Bent, '34
PIANO Rhapsody in F Sharp Minor
Op. 11
Jane Busteed, '34
VOICE Pupille belle Sea
Rosignolo Chevolando
PIANO Allegro from uFasching-
The Reading and Speaking Depart-
ment wishes to announce the follow-
ing open recitals :-
Thursday, April 23, at 2:40 in Room
444, Hetty Green Hall, the acting of
scenes during the recitation period by
the class in Tin: Interpretation oj
Shakespeare.
Wednesday, April 29, at 4:40 in Room
444, Hetty Green Hall, the reading of
one-act plays by the class in Modern
Drama and Modern Poetry.
The plays are as follows:
Tivo Slatterns and a King
Edna St. Vincent Millay
Susan Hooker















Students wishing to use canoes wu
be required to pass a canoe test, anc
present a canoe permit at the canoi
Those who have already passed a tes
will be required to take the new test ir
order to get the permit. The follow
ing new regulations will go into effec
on Monday, April 27.
1. Each person shall present he:
canoe permit before obtaining a canoe
2. The holder of a canoe permit may
take out one passenger provided
passenger can swim.
3. Each person must sign her
name on the back of the white
'
slip" before entering a canoe.
4. No person shall stand up
noe. (See Grey Book regulation i
swimming.)
The requirements for the new
are posted on the A. A. boar
Founders along with the definite times
hHv.M-u |
M>> Miii'y Fnizei Smith prefers
to sit alone in the second seat in
the third row on the left. v.iiiH- Miss
Knapp usually attends with her
family and has no settled location.
Miss Merrill always chooses a partic-
ular section on the right hand side.
Mrs. Ewing has not become def-
initely attached to any particular
spot, although she has inclinations
toward the left in the vicinity of






make the most t
MANY TRADITIONS
TO MARK MAY DAY
Sagacious Seniors Swirl Swift
Hoops, Eagerly Hoping To
Win Maidenly Prize
SOPHOMORE PLANS SECRET
On Friday, May 1, the college will
celebrate May Day with little of its
:ional glory diminished, in spite
of the approaching and imminent Gen-
Examination. Two Seniors have
already been seen dashing madly past
Library with hands outstretched
frantically trying to reach a hoop
which ever recedes before their eyes,
or else falls at their feet, a futile hope.
These are but the vanguard of the
force which will soon begin their
training season for the grand and glor-
ious Senior Hoop race, the first and
starring event on the May Day pro-
gram. We soon expect to see even
more of these sturdy Athletes practising
around the Quad, or even attempting
Court to the Chapel. The actual prize
is a large bouquet for the winner with
an additional promise that she shall
Visiting Professor Speaks
On Alcohol And Behavior
On Thursday. April 30, at 8:00 o'clock
in Billings Hall, Professor Walter R,
Miles, of Leland Stanford University,
will lecture on Alcohol and Behavior,
under the auspices of the Department
of Philosophy and Psychology. The
lecture will be illustrated by slides of
rats under the influence of alcohol
Professor Miles will also discuss th<
effect of alcohol on human efficiency.
Professor Miles is now visiting pro-
fessor at Yale University. For eight
years, 1914-1922, he worked witl
Carnegie Institute for the Adv
ment of Science, in Boston. His
of research was the subject of
and human efficiency.
Shakespeare Will Present
Romeo And Juliet On May 2
evening, May 2, Shakes-
peare Society will present, at their
annual Semi-open at Alumnae Hall,
Romeo and Juliet. The cast follows:

















Friday. May 8, at 4:40 in Koom
Hetty Green Hall, a recital of s
stories by students of Course 101.
the tests. Thursday from 1 :40-
nd Friday from 1:40-3:40 teste
i given. Further notices regard-





Servants to Capulet j Edith KenneUy
| Jean Wells
Abraham Olive Leonard
An Apothecary Marie Louise Houston
Page to Paris Margot Bell










All Charge to Chapel
After this event the classes march
in traditional order to the Chapel. First
Freshmen, then Sophomores, then Jun-
iors file through the lines of Seniors,
hoops in hand, singing their marching
song. Chapel being over, there Is a
general rush for a good view of Tower
Court Hill, where the Sophomores per-
form in a time-old manner which is
ever new. First they form the numer-
als of the present Senior Class, then
in obedience to some sharp commands
they will form some figure or picture
whose design is ever a surprise to the
multitude.
The actual May Day celebrations will
end with the general surge of under-
classmen toward the Seniors in order
to obtain from friends the scarred
hoops, veterans of many a race and still
cherished as heirlooms.
Traditional celebrations end at this
point, and so do all festivities for the
present year. The afternoon celebra-
tion will be omitted because of the
proximity of Tree Day, which the new
General Examination day had forced to
move forward. But in spite of this
May Day will be ceter
jme pomp and much cir-
accompanied by an earnest desire for
Economics 101 Plans Debate
On Unemployment Question
On Wednesday evening, April U9, at
eight o'clock, in Billings Hall, the di-
visions of Economics 101 will hold a
debate on Unemployment. The subject
to be discussed is:- Resolved: That
Massachusetts should adopt a plan for
public unemployment insurance simi-
lar to that proposed by the American
Association for Labor Legislation.
Each section of 101, of which there
are nine, has elected a representative
and an alternate. Of these eighteen,
six will be chosen to speak. A five-
minute rebuttal will be allowed one
member of each side. Florence Smith
is chairman of the affirmative. Florence
Hudson of the negative. Mathilde
Perlstein is chairman of the debate.
The students taking 101 will be the
unofficial judges. The economics de-
partment will choose three judges, one
of whom will probably represent the




of the college papers there
the subject of de-
lls College in California is
enough to send a team to
id New Jersey State College
Women ] te to Richmond.
We swelled with pardonable pride
when we read that Goucher had de-
feated Princeton. At this debate
was used the "Oregon method," a
and enlivening procedure. At the
of the first affirmative and negative
speeches, a cross-examination takes
place, followed by the usual rebuttals.
The introduction of the cross-exami-
nation gives the impromptu wit a
chance to show his abilities. The sud-
den flame of enthusiasm for so highly
intellectual and serious a pastime as
debating should take some of the wind
out of the sails of the critics of the
modern youth.
In addition, a fury of reform is
germinating in the western universi-
ties. At the University of Kansas, stu-
dent councils have selected a commit-
tee of eight students, who have been
given full powers to rid the campus of
all bootleggers and inebriates. When
public sentiment has shown itself so
actively, we are getting at the root of
the matter.
College, PcTiiiMhonui
up trend with its thorough and com-
prehensive investigation of "Student
Life." Our Grey Book revision sounds
feeble when we read of this elaborate
organization. Eight student commit-
tees have been formed, each with a
special problem to study. The infor-
mation is gathered from student ques-
faculty, and alumni, and studies made
of conditions existing in other colleges.
Reports are made to the student body,
discussion meetings held, and de-
cisions forwarded to the faculty. This
sounds like a very thorough method of
getting at the opinions of the majority
of the student body, and of producing
beneficial changes in the rules and
regulations of that body.
Another mark of progress is the ac-
tion recently taken by the faculty in
charge of admission at Yale. It has
passed a resolution which should re-
sult in the abolishment of what are
known as "cramming joints," at least
in preparation for that university. In
other words, it will now be impossible
for a student to fail his entrance ex-
aminations but go to a school which
specializes in getting students into col-
lege and enter with honors the next
Progress may also be frivolous, we
find. We call to mind the outing
cabins of Vassar, Smith, Mt. Holyoke,
and Skidmore. Our fellow collegians
seem to have an awfully good time
at these shacks in the woods, and we
confess to a pang of longing for the
great out-doors ourselves, sometimes.
Of course there is the possible alter-
native of a report that comes to
us from a somewhat untrustworthy
source. It is to the effect that some
western universities have established
playrooms in the cellar.
EDITOR DISCLOSES
POWER PROPAGANDA
On Monday evening, April 20, at
sight o'clock, Mr. Ernest B. Gruening,
he Portland (Maine) Neivs,
gave a talk in Billings Hall on Power
and Propaganda, Mr. Gruening dis-
closed the facts which have been un-
covered in the past three years by the
Federal Trade Commission in Wash-
ington about the power industry.
After describing the nature of these
facts he inquired into the whys of the
At the insistence of Senator Walsh,
who introduced into Congress a resolu-
tion to inquire into the financial struc-
ture of the power companies, and with
the support of a powerful lobby which
formed in Washington, the senate au-
thorized an investigation by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission of public util-
ities companies. Is the consumer being
overcharged? And is the investor incur-
ring grave risk? Were the important
issues, and as an afterthought, had the
companies been engaged in controll-
ing publicity detrimental to state own-
j
ership of power companies? The rea-
son for uneasiness about the consum-
er and the investor lay in the nature
of power organization. The system
rests upon the operating company,
which is dependent upon the holding
company, which is, in turn, dependent
upon a chain of holding companies.
The investigation of the Federal
Trade Commission revealed as remark-
able a network of publicity as even
the most efficient business man could
think of. A group which met ten
years ago formed an organization, soon
covering the entire country, for pub-
lic utilities systems furtherance. The
National Electric Light Association was
the key association, controlling and
establishing committees to take care
Since In his later years he practiced
what he called "cerebral hygiene" by
refusing to read the newspapers or
come in any way under the influence
of contemporary thought, his life up to
his twenty-fourth year contains the
germs of all the ideas he developed in
later life. His independence is illus-
trated by the fact that although his
family were strongly Royalist and
Catholic, Comte declared himself an
atheist at fourteen.
At nineteen he met Saint-Simon,
then a man of fifty-nine, and started
enthusiastically to collaborate with him,
but so averse were his own opinions
of women's rightful place in the home
and Saint-Simon's advocation of their
complete freedom and equality, that
the two split up.
Comte objected to specialization and
to learning for its own sake, believing
in knowledge only as it applied to prac-
tical life. In his History of
he divided all the past into three
riods: (1) Theology,
which he admired not for the doctrine
of Christianity, but for the organiza-
tion of the Church; (2) Metaphysics,
or Protestantism—a breaking-down of
the preceding stage; and (3) Positivism,
that system of government which
Comte considered original and inevi-
table, and which he expected to over-
throw the political regime of the day.
The object underlying Positivism was
and proletarian classes, the latter to
be kept in a herd-like content. Comte
ing a mother, a father, three children,
and the husband's parents.—the ideal
and indissoluble social unit. Each of




this land holding, or to change
priest thereafter. Throughout
scheme Comte balanced
termed the material qualities
against the spiritual and altruistic
at-
tributes of women and priests. He be-
lieved that people, as soon as shown,
would quickly grasp at the advantages
of this industrial organization, which
laid down rules for life in the minutest
Comte made
,t emotion is higher
than mentality, but he still maintained





The N. L. E. A. departments believed :
in educating people of all ages. They
convert college profes-
they paid a d'
to secure liaisons between colleges ;
public utilities; they gave the H
vard Business School a yearly sum
the exploitation of t
by the upper avoided
for the latfc
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our notice: recent experiments lr
cate that should the transparent i
lophane wrapper stick firmly to
bar of candy (bought e'en now at
El Table) you can eat it with
suits. What a load
Of interest, to the statistically
clined among us is the intercollegiate
good sleep contest held recently be-
tween the men of Colgate and the wo-
men of Skidmore College. The result
ing figures show that girls have les.
trouble going to sleep, wake up les
often during the night, are not a
restless and have fewer dreams,
been their creed, for they entered the
schools, the Boy Scouts and the Girl
Scouts, and even the kindergarten.
They investigated textbooks; they tried
to get those of which they did not
approve removed from the market and
to substitute their own. They paid
professors to write textbooks. Women's
Clubs, Men's Clubs of every descrip-
tion, and newspapers, were given pam-
phlets. Some newspapers were bought
up entirely. They insinuated their way
into political fields—nothing was too
great or too small for them.
The doctrine which they wanted
taught was fourfold: The power indus-
try is owned by the public and is run
in the interests of the public; plants
equipment must be large and cover
de territory; ownership by muni-
cipalities introduces innumerable diffi-
culties and rates become higher, and
utilities can earn no profits. They ig-
nored completely the fact that the
holding company does receive enormous
profits, that the power industry is
owned and controlled by the holders
of common stock, none of whom be-
long in the public.
SPEAKER OUTLINES
THEORIES OF COMTE
On Wednesday evening, April 16, Miss
Theodora Bosanquet, Executive Secre-
tary of the International Federation
of University Women, spoke at Alumnae
Hall on the Social Philosophy of
Auguste Comte, the nineteenth cen-
tury originator of the term and sci-
ence, sociology.
Comte's premature death at fifty-
nine ironically made him an illustra-
tion of the brevity of life against
which he continually rebelled, and
which he endeavored to cheat by
cessant work. Always impatient of ex-
ternal discipline, he was expelled from
the Ecole Polytechnique for insubor-
dination, but nevertheless completed






Sheer joy in dresses of
lace, or chiffon or of both,
of organdy or net, of geor-
gette or eyelet batiste for
Spring dances. Sketch of




Black, transparent velvet, silk
lined. For evening, of course,
but they might be worn tea-ing





wear for May Day-
you'll wear ALL
summer long!
Not only because white will
be the season's smart
color, but because it ap-
pears in such smart garbs.
«o $10.75
The Half Pint coat
A gay lightweight white
polo coat, with poker chip
buttons and Coachman col-
lar. $10.75.
Gored flannel skirt
Smoothly fitting over the
hips, breaking into fash-
ionable fullness from clus-
ters of kick pleats. Pas-
tels and white. $3.
$3
Fishermesh sweater
From the nets of Brittany
fisher folk came the in-
spiration for these open-
work sweaters, smartly





or white. Something de-
cidedly Greek about the cut
of them. Something very
comfortable for sport wear.
WELLESLEY COLLEG
AND so another week rolls round i a sizeable group gathered to watch the
and finds Perry suffering intensely
j
runners pass by—and Perry cheered
but blissfully from a case of spring and cheered for Clarence De Mar.
s chronic. Having j_ .„„„.
, HE nearest thjng t0 L
severe attack of what threat- [ Welles iev_whlJh mcans thl .
,
i become bronchial pneumonia,
n a position to appreciate the
balms of spring even mon
ordinary run of people. Tl
usually so commonplace a s
become something suitable 1
than the
ibject,
testis being given again, this time
Hygiene students. They throw
,
basketballs, run around sticks
all the rest just as everyone else
Meanwhile sophomores find out
[
about their posture and are disillu-
< sioned; blow into a machine which
-p RUE proof of spring appears at
j
doeSn't want to rise; and the question
1 every corner. The daffodils havej 0I weIght and height comes up again,
appeared in the fields and in jugs in
| juniors endure their last long physical
various vantage positions. Beebe has : ana- medical
them for table decorations and sensible
] classes as time
girls become literally lyrical. *
COMMUNISM EXTOLLED
AS VITAL RELIGION
"Communism is ostensibly a highly
scientific and irreligious social phi-
losophy. In reality it is a new religion,"
says Reinhold Niebuhr in an article in
the April number of the Atlantic
Monthly. Its philosophy, he continues,
is already being taken by some of its
ardent devotees as developing meta-
physical pretensions which will go be-
yond the realm of pure sciences and
partake of the attributes of religious
world views. By others who are not
such tenacity that it becomes almost a
dogma. This religious character goes
far to explain the communist's hatred
of the traditional religion of the Rus-
sian peasant. Communism is opposed
vigorously to this old worship, partly
and not yet subjected to the fjunliiyinf;
influences of intellectualism.
Mr. Niebuhr then remarks that
"Communism is a religion of mixed
ethical values; nevertheless," he con-
tinues, "its energy proves that it Is a
religion. It ostensibly makes no meta-
physical pretensions, and ascribes no
but it does consist in a mystic and ul
trarational faith that makes it a re
ligion, one not of individuals but o
groups and classes who are so busy
with a social or historic task that they
have not had time o]
feel the problem of
CAMPUS CRIER
>( 'uii.'nnti-r? Col.
O.VER at Alumnae I
blotted with semi-
those who take their tan seriously be-
gin to give it a thought in April. And
the tennis courts near by are crowd-
ed with earnest followers of the game
who hope that by starting early this
year they may be able to improve their
weak service. Others, nothing daunted
by the stern canoe test rules, write
papers as they paddle.
Sophomores wear frowns of con-
they decide what elec-
tive plan they will choose, juniors trem-
blingly indicate the department in
which they plan to take their gen-
tones—"Oh, yes—how quaint!" Never-
theless, lines continue to form outside
of department offices.
HELEN Gunner and Elinor Best
went to New York last week-end
via Walper, their object the conference
of the Publicity Committee of the As-
sociation of Seven Women's Colleges.
Discussions and speeches occupied most
of the time, which was spent at Bar-
YoU 1
press agent the
Ogress and the African demon which
can be produced with scissors. Sil-
houettes can express pathos, love and
hate almost as well and sometimes bet-




he was dismally proceeding to an eight-
forty a thoughtful taxi driver bound
Tower-wards slammed on his brakes
in time to let a squirrel cross the
road safely. The next day an adroit
hackman managed to manoeuvre his
craft between a rose bush and the back
of a cart all for the sake of the horse
pulling the cart. And on Sunday he
saw his first Wellesley traffic jam. It
was quiet and orderly. In fact, every-
one involved was so polite to everyone
else that the mix-up lost some of its
glamour.
RS. Ewing entertained
day evening last for the new Vil-
lage Juniors. Miss Pendleton, Miss
Waite, Miss Knapp and other officers
of the administration were present, as
well as most of the C. G. officers. The
new officers were informed of their I
duties and had a chance to talk them
i
over with this year's Vil Juniors, who
came in for coffee after dinner.
APPLICATION fees and Room
drawing are constant reminders
that the next year comes upon us. 1932
has its last chance at the little brown
bag today and 1933 tries again next
Thursday. Perry wishes everybody good
luck, knowing full well it won't be of}
SOCIETIES held open house last
week and this. Eager sophomores
and juniors visited A. K. X., Z. A., or
Shakespeare—some were known to get
around to each one—on Tuesday, the
14th. Agora, T. Z. E. and Phi Sigma
entertained yesterday. Shakespeare
promises another on May 9 and will
probably be swamped with people who
are taking to the quaint custom with
surprising enthusiasm.
LAST week-end, what with Yale and .
Spring appearing all at once, there i
was a preponderance of men upon the !
campus. The question of dinner arose i
in one party. "Oh, we'll go to Seller's,"
to a cause which sees beyond the war-
rant of true rationality it falls within
the minimum terms of religion.
Nevertheless, it is such and not a mere
world view, because, as Mr. Niebuhr
says, the degree of fanaticism with
which its doctrines are disseminated
could not come from such a scientific
view. The faith of this religion is
"more realistic because it is less op-
timistic than the faith of the enlight-
enment." It regards progress not as au-
tomatic but as inevitable. It has Uto-
pian tendencies, but it is catastrophic
and apocalyptic rather than evolution-
ary in its attitude towards history.
Thus it believes that history is drift-
ing toward disaster with the only sav-
ing grace that somehow the new world
will emerge from this catastrophe.
Whatever the quality of this faith's
rationality, it is a powerful incentive
to social action in Russia today. Com-
munism with its Marxian dogma has
been carried through with rigorous




degree. This influence has been the
result, historically, of the complete col-
lapse of Russian society in the World
War, and economically, of the almost
complete absence of a middle class in
that country. Psychologically, which,
according to Mr. Niebuhr, is much
more important, it has been due to
zeal springing from a pure
The speaker at Chapel on Sunday,
April 26, will be Dr. Albert Parker
Pitch of the Park Avenue Presbyteri
Church, New York City. Dr. Fitch
a well-known educator and the author
of several books including The Col-
lege Course and the Preparation for
Life and Can the Church Survive in
the Changing Order?
The last of the series of Poets' Read-
ings for this year will be given by Mr,
Padraic Colum, the Irish poet. The
reading will be held in Billings Hall
at 4:30 on Monday, April 27.
Monday. April 27, 7:30 P. M., Illus
trated Lecture by Dr. Adolf Gold'
schmidt on "German Poet Painters of
the 15th and 16th Centuries'
Art Lecture Room. All are
invited to attend.
On April 29, at eight o'clock







AIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLE!
PEEK-IN GIFT SHOP
124 Mt. Vernon St., Boston
MUSIC PLAYING CARDS
Abbott "St.—in front, on second 'floor
—three rooms, kitchenette, bath,
porch; and hot and cold water. Apply












a Reading of Poetry
casually, "I hope the
generous as my aunt."
Perry was his u
Saturday night. And it seemed to
him that Mr. J. C. Rathborne, who
sings almost as well as he plays polo,
and his confreres were handy in many
ways. The name Yale brought out
many who are wont to scorn Alumnae
dances and the stag line was larger
than it has been for some time. These
stags seemed to bear grudges against
the people on the floor, and proceeded
to take up most of the space. Ropes
and a line of husky policemen would
be the only remedy, thought the sage
°f Hetty Green.
THE murals of Katharine Lee Bates'
America the Beautiful are being
lettered by the genial gentleman who
is responsible for the signs on all the
office doors in the New Ad Building.
Lucky man, for he sits back and smokes
P ERRY cannot help returning to the
* subject of Spring. Everywhere
around him he sees signs of it and they
are almost too much for him. Grass is
being planted around the building
which is graced by the name of Hetty
Green, and the syringas are in bloom.
We'll all be swimming within no time.
ND the
M ONDAY'S bluenessdestroyed by the holiday which
rest of the world was enjoying—
by the Marathon. Up by the Quad
** easily excited to remind you that
it is eight days to May Day, twenty-
two to the Tree Day week-end, thirty-
six to the General—and that in fifty
days most of the college, the seniors
excluded, will have left for home?
MISS Johnson, Director of Publicity,
will represent Wellesley at the an-
nual convention of the American Col-
lege Publicity Association on April 23,
at Chapel Hill. North Carolina.
ears flopped up in wide
! Katharine Lee Bates
had left her time-honored niche in the
reading room at the Libe and was no-
where to be seen! Chance led his
dazed footsteps to the third floor of
Hetty Green. There, bless his soul,
he found Miss Bates installed with the
collie, in the hall outside the Presi-




The closest parallel to Communism,
Mr. Niebuhr continues, is Mohammed-
anism. Both of these religions are con-
sistently determined, both have the
same desire for world dominion. Their
main difference lies in the fact that
while Mohammedanism is indigenous
to the Near East, Communism is the
product of Europe transplanted to a
country where it has emerged from the
religion of a class of industrial zelots
to a religion of state. Ethically, how-
ever, Communism holds at least one
characteristic in common with all re-
ligion—it tends to oversimplify morals.
The ethics of this religion is just as
simple as that of Christianity, for ex-
ample. Loyalty to the working class
is thought of as an absolute good, thus
justifying any means, whether they be
force, violence, or even dishonesty, in
serving the end of ultimate proletarian
In speaking of the hold which these
originally European ideas have taken
upon the minds of the Russian people,
Mr. Niebuhr lays great stress on that
people's Asiatic tendencies. It Is be-
cause Russia has the soul of an Asiat-
ic rather than a European nation, one
which is able "for the very lack of in-
tellectual sophistication to raise the
tentative conclusions of a certain so-
cial philosophy to the dignity of ar-
ticles in a religious creed," that this
change has been possible. In addition
to this he feels that the place this
creed has taken in this oriental land
is due to a general lack ol culture that
has made it possible to introduce a
religion in which ro
high ideals are unreflectively
White for May Day
White Flannel Skirts $3.75
White Sweaters $3.75
White Blouses $2.50
White Wash Dresses $5.95
THE TRIANGLE SHOP
22 Church Street Wellesley, Mass.
Getting ready for Prom ?
Gowns, favors, dates, waves,
eservations — what a perfect
of things to attend to!wh
Flowers make the Prom Dinner
!
The first impression counts—so
the centerpiece has to be striking
Then, too, white gardenia bouton-
nieres for the men are important.
back V of the decol-
lete, in your hair, as a gar-
land effect fastened to velvet














Women's Colleges, A Dole Or Justice?
To struggle for
col left's . America. During the past few
be for increased endowment
-• loading wonn.-n "s jn^t iiuf ions in America
equivalent to that offered by the highest ranking
'-tenth the endowment of the


















e dance lolkmmy tin
lie Glee Club Concerl
pi-oul rnui.mli Unit suet
extremely popular al
quainted in Boston have
and it makes a splendid cluitme
weekly routine to wear fori
ind become socially-minded
The popularity ot such dances leads
us to wonder if some system could not
be evolved to make the pleasure more
frequent. The responsibility of pro-
viding the student body with enter-
tainment should not rest entirely and
forever upon Barn. Other women's
colleges allow weekly dances if the stu-
dents support them, and the ones given
at Smith have become a famous insti-
tution. In spite of the fact that Wel-
lesley has the bright lights of Boston at
her back door, some form of local en-
tertainment would certainly not be
amiss. The advantages of weekly
dances run by and supported by the
students would be threefold. It would
save the time and money usually re-
quired by a week-end in town; it would






papers fall to the floor, and for
next few minutes each student is
cupied in getting settled once mt
Smith, but rather
for all students. An honors examina-
tion is not strictly comparable to the
General, since the information it re-
quires is much more detailed than that
called for in the other
In regard to the question of whi
it is advisable to "fill in the gaps" be-
tween courses in one's major, I would
say that most students do not intend
to do graduate work in their major
subject and should appreciate an op-
portunity to obtain a survey of then-
whole field of study, and that one is
required to have only a general know-
ledge of material not
. ol eNiiiinn-
:ias been criticised be-
cause it is assumed that a General
Examination should test the powers of
advanced students in honors work. I
do not wish to appear self-righteous,
but I sincerely believe that the system
at Wellesley provides the opportunity,
for a valuable review of the student':
major which will enable her to attaii
a comprehension of her field as i




About their souls and cosmic wholes
Phil mi iors wax emphatic,
When I pass by I wonder why
Lit 209 is Versification.
Regard it as a halfway station
From here to Fame, but wait till you
Get a glimpse of the others that think
When I was a freshman once I hated
All upperclassmen who correlated.
Now I sit in on classes, too—
I hope to Heaven depressing you!
In cities like New York, Chicago, or
Kalamazoo,
The pedestrian's side of the traffic case
Is pitifully presented to you;
But In villages like Wellesley, Natick,
and Wellesley Hills,
I feel inclined to pity instead
The i the bill-
she pay




In recognition of the facts which these figures so startlingly bring to light
ti ni i^ i u i u eral years ago an Alumtt.ie Committee 'it seven members
one each from Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Mt. Holyoke. Radcliffe, Smith, Vassar
and Wellesley. In founding this committee it
dents of the seven colleges ''to bring the
and achievements of the women's colleges
merit might flow from the public into the
This week's News contains an account of a conference held last week-end
at Bernard to discuss how undergraduates might further the work of the
;,;., 7.1.1
i of the public to the needs
that more generous endow-
coffers of the women's colleges.
"In all the work the Alumnae Committee 1ms planned.' Mrs. Eastman
said, "no part of it has vet related to the student body in the colleges. Alum-
::::. ;n tin-' eppe.tl. for our presidents have said that
1, , r ', ., _',' .I:: n : a : I 1 . \ ' ;.l u ,.ia!.e* h,., .vili 'hat .-lie IS
a graduate, her alnie •niter would eventually have plenty of money. The place
to ,-m in. i,.:i, ...-*!- ':- in rollee,. Then when yon are -raeiuated,
if you have really talked about it enough, i! \ou have considered it soberly,
then you will not forget it. One clay when lite opportunity eotnes to you to
influence some one who lias thousands or millions to yive away, you will natur-
allv tigs ' l!eB i Mo ...v ni.iy come to any one of you, and part of 1
you may leave to your <
think about it now. We
member the colleges as often as they
to make them conscious of it when
w hletl
they were in college. This is your '
Indolence Or Inconsistency?
The election or courses each ensuing-
year always calls forth editorial com-
ment which may or may not be-
come more emphatic through reitera-
tion. The wheres and whyfores of the
college students' choice of courses,
nevertheless, are too indicative of in-
tellectual sloth to be overlooked. The
habit of arranging schedules in order
to evade Saturday classes,
gm tnrough ;; oiudenrs' loss of propor
lege life than the acquisition of ai
education that they become dangerous.
They have reached this
they merit first consideration in an
allotment of time.
Mo one can deny that
mental purpose of college
Kerning locis, learning to c
among those facts, and learning
*
j
form opinions concerning their sigi
ance of those courses notoriously diffi-
cult and supposedly involving a little
more than the usual amount of work,
either through timidity or laziness,
have been annually denounced. The
practice, however, is only pernicious in
that it reflects only too clearly an
attitude of mental dullness.
One wonders if the scholastic inter-
est, the absorption in things intellec-
tual, that kept Keats from meals and
games reading Spenser has been done
away with in order to facilitate prom
trotting or the pursuit of athletic
tivities. There is nothing wrong with




frequently becomes a mere matter
m rather than feeling, and whic
frequently is an actual hindrance i
! starting of class work?
.".,..
Editorial Board




of the author. Initials ot numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinion* and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the




sire to participate in extra-curricular
furthering of scholarship. With
purpose of college training apparent,
it seems inconsistent to thumb
cally through the catalogue in search
of a course that meets on Friday at
10:40 rather than Saturday at 11:40.
And it does denote a lack of self-con-
simply through fright or indolence.
If college cannot "impart the spirit
which should instigate the search for
truth," then as an institution it is
a failure. Yet considering the prac-
hockey tices just arraigned, the college
kept in their I tempting to impregnate a body devoid
• THE G1MUAI.
To the Wellesley College News:
It is not without some qualms that
I. a mere undergraduate, undertake to
evaluate the criticisms of the General
Examination which have been ad-
vanced by the Dean of Smith College
and reported by an alumna. The pros-
spect of taking the General, moreover,
. they \ < ! v ill
It :
lthough I am no authority or
have not as yet beer
through the devastating experience ol
taking a General Examination, still, a;
an undergraduate, I may perhaps ex-
press the opinion of many undergrad-
uates in regard to this issue.
In the first place, is the Genera
designed for "average students"? Girl:
until their senior ye
. they are qualified 1
of study through tc
'33 CALL '
To the Wellesley College News:
who have noticed the crowds
turn out for announcements of
officers wonder whither they have
wandered when ciass meetings are
illed. The nui
ho came to the song meeting
lgs last Monday was pitiful,
sound of the four-forty bell,
pointed hour,
souls that they are, their names are
withheld for the sake of the black-
hearted delinquents) represented the
class of thirty-three. After earnest ef-
forts, the number was swelled to fill
the first few rows of benches. We re-
gret to call attention to such a minor
detail, but did it not reveal an evi-
dent lack of interest in class affairs?
If such neglect is to be corrected
in the future, we suggest
method of announcing class meetings
be changed. Let them be announced
without further qualification,
the less loyal will not be able to judge
whether the meeting has been called
to dissolve the class or simply
a new song. We feel that sucl
sure might stimulate a littl
est in class affairs, and is therefore
worthy of a trial. At
not be accused of being destructively
WELLESLEY THE BEAUTIFUL!
To the Wellesley College News:
The editorial board of The New
Yorker burst into impromptu poetry
in a current issue, to the effect that
Gone, Gone is Winter the Awful.
The weather about the college of
late has justified this, as well as other
efforts that have doubtless been made
along the same line, but with less pub-
licity. Men appear in hordes, or at
least in considerable numbers, even in
the day time. It is spring, tra la!
It has always been a sore point that
Wellesley girls are messy looking. Af-
ter all, one can not blame them harsh-
ly, for the winters in these hills are
far from being one long rosy play-
time. It is difficult to be the well-
dressed college girl, while plunging
through the snow drifts. But, now
that it is warm, must we go around
campus looking like "who shot Lizzie"?
People are about now more than dur-
ing the winter. They are apt to be
critical, too. Women, in their new
spring bonnets, are not inclined to be
merciful to those less smartly attired,
Does any one in Wellesley have a new
Utile ireshman, cease J
Hear these facts from oi
hearty hordes
know Hetty Green.
The most obvious thing about Davis
for Stone.
lound for the cellar you end
Though their crowds are sometimes
snooty.
Tower is a lovely place—they haven't
any bugs,
And dulce et decorum est to die for
Chinese rugs.
But don't pick houses for their looks-
Go to the kitchen and meet the cooks!
ADONAIS SMELLS
As Mr. Morley loves to tell
About his favorite kinds of smell,
Adonais wondered too
The favorite smells that Wellesley
He asked a Student thin and tall
If she would try to name them all,
So she with philosophic whim
Related Wellesley's smells to him:
"Of hot pines growing near the Quad.
Of croci littering up the sod,
Of Hetty R. whose scent is paint
Combined with plaster—very faint;
Tooth paste and soap pervade the
As food the farther door of Tower.
The Founders' air is grave and hoary
—
A medium for mental glory;
Alumnae views the passing days
Through endless mists of smoky haze.
The pungent breath of Chem Lab air
Betokens sulphides nurtured there.
But just between us—me and Thee—
The Libe smells worst of all to me."
WARNING
any other college)
miooth and good looking i
(Man oi" vmir (.!;<
Came to Prom full of










The Adventures of Prince Achmed,
the German silhouette film fantasy, ap-
peared on the screen at Alumnae Hal!
on Friday night. April 17. The studied,
elegant production was presented by
Lotte Reiniger. The lights went ou
on the chattering, commonplace col
lege world to reveal the land of Arabian
Nights—Bagdad, the city of min
the court, all pomp and circumstance,
of the Caliph, Commander of the
Faithful.
The story, beginning with an Oriental
version of the Pegasus myth, takes the
valiant young Prince Achmed through
adventures such as Scheherazade re-
lated in the Thousand and One Nights
Banu, Queen of the spirits in the magic
isles of Waq Waq. The scheming Sor-
cerer, the hideous but good-hearted
Ogress, the villainous Emperor of China,
djinns. afreets, maidens as beautiful as
they are good, prodigies and wonders,
all tend to revive, temporarily at least,
that love of the faerie developed
"when we were very young," and since
neglected in favor of such pressing
affairs as next day's Ec. assignment.
Artistically speaking, the picture was
well worth the seeing. As a figure
moved, his motion was balanced by the
movement of something else in the
scene so that perfectly harmonious com-
position was attained throughout. The
combination of avowedly artificial sil-
houette in the foreground with realism,
in the modernistic sense of the word
—
charmingly idealized picture of the
magic lake, and the Sight of the
winged horse through space, to the re-
gions East of the Sun and West of the
That the movements of the charac-
ters were so jerky lent humor to the
film, sometimes inadvertently. The
love scenes were somewhat falsified on
this account, but the Ogress and her
misshapen minions were no more awk-
ward than they should have been.
As an experimental piece of work
Prince Achmed is worth the seeing.
But it should not be viewed with the
spirit of, say, The New Yorkers, but
rather with that which has kept
Tinker Bell alive all these years.
I. C, '32
YALE—WELLESLEY
To do justice to either the Yale Glee
Club or to the Wellesley Choir, one
should consider the contributions of
each to Saturday night's concert quite
separately. The spirit created was at
the two poles, and it was rather diffi-
cult for the hearer to change from
one mood to another so abruptly. This
was especially noticeable after the last
group by Yale—the Student songs—
which was followed immediately by
two Choral Hymns from the Rig Veda
—the most serious of Wellesley's ef-
let us not have the contrast so great
that it detracts from the merits of
either performance.
When college songs are sung to a
collegiate audience, they are sure to
win the approval of said audience.
Likewise, if negro spirituals are in-
cluded on the program, the hearers are
immediately won and the concert is a
success. But Yale's part in the pro-
gram was moiv than that—their open-
ing group of English folk songs gave
proof of careful and effective training.
The Bellman was especially well done
in that the Glee Club sang almost as
a man. Catching the spirit of folk
songs, Yale gave John Peel, and Down
Among the Dead Men with enthusi-
asm. The swing of the Kentucky
Mountain song. Frog Went a-Courting,
set the audience in very good humor,
which grew better as a quartet rol-
licked through the negro spirituals.
Since the success of student songs de-
pends upon the hearers, the presenta-
night won the audi-
ch a degree that they de-
sveral encores. The Glee
pparently a setting to show
srsatflity of the associate
On quite a different plane was the
Wellesley concert which contrasted the
classic delicacy of Handel with the
ultramodernism of Copland and Hoist.
The deliberateness of Where'er You
Walk was a pleasing contrast to the
light charm of Haste Thee, Nymph.
Both were smoothly done.
ider how difficult it is,
listen to modern mu-
sic, we should recognize the problems
and trials which face a performer or
a director in undertaking the pres-
entation of something modern. To
sing on key is one problem, for ex-
ample; to get the effect intended by
the composer is an even greater one;
to make it agreeable to the audience is
perhaps the greatest one of all. In
view of these difficulties, we should
say that To Varuna was excellent—it
had rhythm; it had the quality that
moved; in short, it was music. To Agni
gave the impression of spirit and en-
thusiasm on the part of the singers.
However, a certain shrillness of tone
and sopranos' reaching out of range
detracted from the finish of this last.
Women's voices are better with
covered tones, not shrieks, even though
the composition does require vigor.
Mr. Kirkpatrick deserves commenda-
tion fur L'ne work he has done with the
choir this year. He has given us
different and has created a
it in the efforts of the choir.
liant example of the classical varia-
tions calculated to show off the per-
former and the composer. The modern
harmony and the changing moods of
Ravel's Sonatine was a contrast which
brought out the beauty of both com-
positions. Both were thoughtfully per-
formed and the clarity and sureness
win n i
Let
r\CI I l\ RECITAL
Wellesley is indeed
elude in its faculty a musician of the
caliber of Miss Blanche Brocklebank.
She has achieved that rare quality in
her playing of creating the images and
moods intended by the composer to
such a degree that one almost—but not
quite—forgets the brilliance of her ex-
her instrument make Miss Brocklebank
a forceful and pleasing performer.
In her program of music by living
composers, Thursday evening, Miss
Brocklebank included numbers which
demonstrated the various aspects of
modern music. Opening with Pade-
rewski's Theme Varit, she gave a bril-
modern was the second
ch the artist combined
the pictorial, and the
abstract qualities of the moderns in
a delightful series of short composi-
tions. The Fileuse pensive (Ganz) de-
manded a lightness and, at the same
time, a firmness of touch to create a
clear picture. The Marche (Prokofiefft
and the Zouave's Drill (Mana-Zucca>
were studies in rhythm with modern
harmony, vigorously presented and
cleverly finished. The Casins Prelude
represented the more thoughtful of th
modern music—Miss Brocklebank'
presentation of them was full c
Except for the first number, the las
group was a series of amusinji whim
sicalities. They were not merely
sketches—they were alive. Under th
artist's lively touch there was an ac
tive Chinese Quarrel (Niedmant; Li
Rue, le Guitariste, et le vieux Cheva
(Monpou) each had a share in th
picture; and Le Jongleur (Toch) pre
sented all his tricks :
pictures, one still—Wattcau Landscape,
and one active—Irish Jaunting Car.
While Miss Brocklebank's presenta-
tion of these compositions was
charming and utterly delightful, we
feel that she did her best work in the
Rliapsodie (Dohnanyil. This was a
serious composition, full of meaning
and subtlety, which the artist sensed,
Her performance was brilliant, but
again, the musician was merged in the
music, giving evidence of a thoughtful.
sensitive personality and an able mu-
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
The Community Playhouse is show-
ing Charlie Chaplin in City Lights
during the entire holiday week of
April 20th, with a matinee every day
of the week. A film in which Charlie
and his debonair portrayal
of the erratic Tony Cavendish in The
Royal Family of Broadway. In Honor
Among Lovers. Miss Colbert plays the
role of the charming young secretary
who marries the wrong man. March,
as her wealthy employer, also in love
with Miss Colbert, proves throughout
In addition to Honor Among Lovers
will be shown Joan Crawford in Paid.
'
the story of a girl who is wronged by
society and devotes her life to getting
even, Miss Crawford has a very diffi-
cult part to play in that of Mary
Turner, the shop girl who is wrong-
fully sent to prison, and who after her
NICHOLAS
High Class Photography





venge, until love enters in and puts
!
things in a considerably different light.
Members of the supporting cast in-
clude Robert Armstrong and Marie
ORCHESTRA CONCERT
Wellesley College Orchestra will give
its annual spring concert on Thursday,
May 7, at eight o'clock in Billings Hall.
An admission of fifty cents will be
charged. The program is as follows:





Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
ist week's News,
City Lights deals with the fortunes of a
tramp, a blind flower girl, and an ec-
centric millionaire in a great city,
Charlie Chaplin of course playing the
part of the tramp. The "King of
Clowns" is here again, with his own
special brand of humor and pathos.
In addition, for the week of April
20th will be shown Wild Men of Kali-
hari, which was actually filmed in
the Kalihari District of Africa, one
of the most wild and uncivilized re-
gions of the world, and which reveals
something of the life of the Bushmen.
On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day, April 27th, 28th, and 29th, will be
shown Honor Among Lovers, starring
Claudette Colbert and Frederic March.
The two will be remembered for their
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Owing to the deflation of the silk market and
general labor conditions we are now able to offer
A group of Individual Frocks
$16.50
which ordinarily would sell at $25.00
Other gowns from $25.00 to $150
55 Central Street Wellesley
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW!
BIBLIOFILE
The actual importance 01 tne ap-
parently insignificant details of history
is vividly suggested by these fanciful
chapters on the probable fate of na-
tions had history decreed other than
it did. // Louis XIV Had Had An Atom
o/ Firmness, 1/ The Moors Had Won
Out in Spain, 11 Napoleon Had Es-
caped to America are some of the con-
tingencies cited and the results are
gleaned by such contemporary writers





[Continued from Page Col. 2)
ENGAGEMENTS
'28 Margaret F. Hellman, to Mr.
Fred M. Stein, Harvard, '27.
•28 Marjorie Young to Dr. Harris
in which the palace stood or the sup- ^^ Bowmar. Boston Univ..) > it\ Mini
posedly invincible Catholic stronghold ^^ University Medical ScnoolF 1925 ,
MARRIAGES
Ruth Armistead Ungerman to
The ! Mr - William Rutherford Tyler, Harvard,
Underneath the apparent security
,
and popularity of the king, opposite






profound nor scholarly. They merely
play lightly with the suggestions that
arrive with certain hypotheses. Per-
haps the spirit of the entire book is
best caught by Mr. Maurois, who be-
gins his theory of the fate of France
and the Bourbons had Louis XIV had a
stronger and more stubborn will, with
the death of a modern historian whose
field has been the French Revolution.
The historian goes to Heaven, where
he is escorted to the Archives of Un-
realized Possibilities by an Archangel.
Naturally the learned man, being a
good historian and therefore never con-
sidering or even acknowledging the ex-
istence of an "if" in history, is quite
Intellectuals, Socialists, New Indus-
trialists, and Republican parties op-
posed the old regime. These compara-
tively new forces were strengthened by
old causes of discontent: separatism, 4.
regionalism, race and language. The '30 Alice Nash to Mr.
monarchy to the separatists and region- Dietz. April 9.
alists represented a centralized form BIRTHS
of government; to Socialists and New ,21 To Mary wHlis 1
Industrialists, a landed aristocracy
the Intellectuals it personified
Church and cultural stagnation, an
the Republicans it symboliz
stitutional government and I
Spain has never been united in real-
ity, for Aragon and Castile, the origin-
al factors, were never quite positive of
their territory. Aragon claimed Cata-
periodically s
ing even now. Each section has its
dialect, and they are not always
tually intelligible.
Industrialism has not developed
greatly, but it is definitely Socialistic.
MASEFIELD PRIZE
Senior poets are reminded that the
mitted for the Maseneld Prize com-
petition is May 1.
An author may submit as many
poems as she pleases. There is no
stipulation as to subject and form ex-






Largest and Best Equ
in Wellesley
astounded
The working class is
principal groups, the General Labor
Union and the National Labor Confed-
eration. The G. L. 1
but is affiliated with Socialism, whereas
the confederation is related to the syn-
dicalist movement in France.
Finally, there has always
you suppose it, the line military factor in
Spain
litP ihP ct.Pm of a tree tivit^ nas been conducted by military glories of Wellesley
? the Middle Ages, and when ! remarks of this type
find himself surrounded
by pigeon holes containing what are to
him ridiculous and thoroughly unwar-
ranted possibilities. The archangel,
however, upbraids him for his compla-
cency. "There is no privileged past^-
there is an infinitude of pasts, all
equally valid—at each instant of time,
these branches represents the sequence a Party failed to win b | "These Wellesley girls
nortals know it." i was comparatively simple to win by the ; ly a tacky bunch[ aren>t they? j hope
. looking like that."
However playful, howt
these chapters may seem, at tim<
tain writers rise to heights of
acter drawing. Napoleon stands
the
portrayed by £
L. Fisher as the defeated general
ing desperately to regain his
sword. Various branches of the army
showed disaffection for the king, and
this was regarded by republicans as the
most promising omen for a successful
revolution. The artillery revolt
the dictatorship of Primo de Ri
the recent garrison revolt at Jaca,
the attempt of Major Franco
the aviation corps to revolt
from the attempt
in Canada by snov
Russia. He cann
coincidence that at
i years of republican
[e ot remain inactive,
j
governmen t Spain in 1876 promulgated
id allies himself to the South tne none-too-liberal constitution which
rebels against Spain, seeing was tne basis for government "
in that continent the nation of the fu- i week
ture. Defeat has given Napoleon the
'
vacillations of a second rate general.
brilliant political alliance with an Inca
Princess than he gives up the South
American cause entirely and leaves for
India, where he hopes to take ven-
geance on the English on their own
territory.
Not only are some the chapters ac-
curate characterization, but one in
particular is quite satirically a comment
on modern journalistic methods.
// If. Had Been Discovered in 1930
That Bacon Really Wrote Shakespeare per cent of Spanish peasants own bare-
consistently and obviously parodies ; ly 7.5 per cent of the land, which is
American newspapers. From the first . concentrated in the hands of rich pro-
page, which contains the headlines in
j
prietors, that three million peasants are
a New York newspaper revealing the landless, that the fall of the peseta is
amazing discovery of an American making the lives of the urban workers
professor concerning the true author- I unbearable,—in brief, that excellent
ship of the Shakespearean plays, to ' conditions for a revolution exist. France
the last page, containing an equally ' is concerned lest the reported state-
amusing paragraph to the effect that , ment of the provisional president that
Shakespeare wrote Bacon, J. C. Squire
j
the republic would not recognize the
' mocks himself and his , sixty-million-dollar debt owed partly
French bankers and partly to the
nerican house of J. P. Morgan & Co.
should prove true.
And in the meantime the president
of Spain's republic sends messages to
the United States, speaking raptur-
ously of "sister republics," and of his
intention to tighten the bonds of his
government with those of similar
Such aspersions
since blood
when a man informs
driven through the
seeing one girl that




the fact that the army was not a unit Recently
dissuaded stauncnIv behind its royal master. ', "what Wellesley girls
The action of Spain
provisional republic has not been re-
j To the wellesley College News;
garded with unmixed admiration by
|
while we were carelessly wandering
European nations. Germany fears that from Founders to Hetty Green one
Spain will support France, since Span-
j
Monday morning, we were suddenly
ish Foreign Minister Lerroux empha- struck by the vast number of pictures
sized the friendship for France in a which were being displayed on the
statement delivered soon after he re-
j
prench Bulletin Board. We are artis-
ceived his portfolio. The Soviet fears
^
tic We stopped. And in the process
Spain's action may bring on war, and of i00king at sleeping shepherdesses




Our King will never be Dethroned
What does it matter who wrote such
reactionanj and romantic rubbish?
George Bernard Shaw
Such a compilation is naturally too
light and too utterly fanciful to be
taken in any way seriously. As enter-
taining literature, and as a challenge
to the reader's knowledge of history










So we counted. We counted steadily.
We counted 109 separate and distinct
articles which were being brought to
the attention of intelligent French stu-
dents. Suddenly we noticed a second
detail. This was the redundant use
of thumb-tacks. We realized that
seen so many thumb-tacks actually in
use at the same time. Flinging our
chin up and taking a deep breath we
began counting once more. It was very
confusing. The pictures are not in or-
derly fashion and we kept forgetting
which row we had done and which row
we had considered the one underneath.
Without a vast amount of tenacity of
purpose we never would have finished.
However, we did. There were 376, all
wish to report this to the French de-
partment. In the final analysis we had
of being late. And 376
is, if one should think
all, 376 thumb-tacks.
1932
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Out From Dreams and
Theories
among the many
'New teachers for the new schools"
sketchily describes the opportunities
offered by The Cooperative School for
Student Teachers in its unusual train-
will have one or
ixperience in pro-
s preparation for
teaching in progressive schools. Col-
lege graduates are eligible for the
course, which will operate on an al-
ternating plan of two weeks" class
room participation and two weeks'
seminar, studio and field work. Students
will be placed in one of eight co-
operating modern schools, city, subur-
ban and country, with children from
the ages of two through twelve, in
accordance with the student's own
interests.
If you would like further informa-
tion about the Cooperative School, or-
ganized to fill a widespread need, and
staffed by experienced teachers anc
specialists, consult Miss Wood, Direc
tor of the Personnel Bureau, or writ
direct to the Cooperative School, 6!





Colleges. More than that, it is an op-
portunity to face one's college objec-
tively and in the light of the contact
with other institutions as well as other
points of view. And the inevitable re-
sult is the new meaning which college
itself acquires, for Wellesley becomes
truly meaningful only when we leave
campus and see it no longer through
the eyes of sense perceptipn.
Silver Bay's leaders, too, p;
f';uiibn<]LV
ll,i v
There are countless activ- ' tume and uniforms, were in evidence. , ACCEPT BEQUEST
. in which university undergrad- Following the Lexington Minute Men. FOR UNSELFISHNESS
the roads from Vermont! From Time, April 20:
•ing the Revolution, i Barnard College In Manhattan an-
by Selectman Hallie nounced last week that it had accepted
3. Blake, will be presented to the town| a bequest of $3,000, income of which
3f Lexington.
For the first time, the Minute Men
carried their new flag with Claude A.
Palmer, direct descendant of John Han
l outlet for the enthusiasm
ust exist in them.




purl ci the s
who have heard "Dick"
xler or Dr. Visser t'Hooft
hat even if every word
as been forgotten, some-
personality and the at-
fortunately the new lingo
have become a cult. It is now, in the
best circles, indecent to be decent,
be shy, offensive to be
picious to be simple. The
sophisticated even go so far as to say
that enthusiasm is a symptom of pro-
longed adolescence and that to appear
bored is maturity.
Why must the young people clothe
cover up their originality?
SOCIETIES ENJOY
FIRST OPEN HOUSES
o that Barnard senior
conspicuous evidence
during her college
ged_ j Mrs. Ella Fitzgerald Bryson of Man-
cact reproduction o
)rd flag, the only
iginal Minute Me






Last Friday afternoon, under tht
auspices of the Personnel Bureau, t
small but interested group from Wel-
lesley visited the Chile yseum
of Boston, which is located
stead Park, Jamaica Plain. Miss Ger-
trude B. Manter, the Director, took
the group about the museum, showing
them not only the exhibits but also
•behind the scenes" where the material
is stored and prepared for exhibition.
The Wellesley girls lingered about the
doll houses and doll collections with
as much delight as do younger visitors,
and Molly, the baby elephant, one of
the museum's popular exhibits, was




pus problems and needs; about child
psychology; about the church; about
many subjects with wli
concerning themselves,
book-store supplies car
On Tuesday afternoon, April 14, the
society houses of Alpha Kappa Chi,
Zeta Alpha, and Shakespeare held the
first of their open houses. The warm
spring afternoon added to the atmos-
phere of hospitality wl
It is a real experience to cross
hotel porch in the afternoon and j
a small group of eager listeners v
devouring the words of sc
relating thrilling
:es he has had in Russia
Silver Bay creates an
ie, and an attitude can be
point of anything under
sounds of a piano playing popular
music, and well-dressed, eager young
people entering the
all who were of the eligible upper clas-
ses to taste
At Shakespea




unheard-ol intricacies were uiveuwsu Very
by the ingenious hostess. Joan Pierson. tinctive
Sally Supplee played consistently good the on]y
dance music. After freely sampling i
the very good punch, the inquiring re-
porter proceeded to A. K. X., where he
was received with equal hospitality.
Here Nancy Nichols was playing the
piano, while the members of the house
of classical learning became acquain-
ted with their guests. Although the
rter arrived
bisque and
of work m aiMISS ABBOTT HOLDS l^^^^X
Background in BOSTON EXHIBITION
j





still plentiful. He was told that Z, A. b
ences, as well as in art, is especially \ We repI-int the following article from j na(j employed a professional pianist, -
helpful. The two best places to train
j
the Boston Transcript of April 15, as an(j that the proceedings of the after-
And Silver Bay oilers plenty in the
vay of recreatioi :- swimming, boat-
ng, tennis, picni king, hiking, climb-
ng—everything that a beautiful spot
nidway between lake and mountain
can offer.
But it means even more than that
as much more as a girl will put into
t. And those who have known a week
n the "bungalow on the hill" will each
tell a different st >ry of its worth.
Westchester, an organi- i
Chester County, New York, is sponsor-
ing a project of issuing cards in Wel-
lesley blue and gold, bearing the seal
of the college. The committee which
has planned these playing cards con-
sists of Marion Canfield Hadlock,
chairman, Helen Besler Gardner,
Jeanne Guyot Illman, Helen Brant
Birdsall, Alice Baker Weber, and Grace
Ballard Hynds.
at Wellesley under Miss Pendleton's
special sanction. They will be avail-
able on the first of June, in time for
graduation and reunions. They will
be attractively boxed, two decks to a
to honor her late husband, unselfish
Frank Gilbert Bryson.
Barnard trustees at first hesitated to
accept the prize money. They won-
dered how their most unselfish girl
might be discovered. Barnard's Stu-
dent Council suggested that the prize
should go every year to the senior who
has given most willingly her time and
service to her college, the girl to be
nominations < ballots secret.
ERNEST FORSBERG
Watchmaker
colleges have these dis-











27 Central St. Tel. Wei. 2145
for children's museum work are in the
apprentice class of the Newark Mu-
seum or at the Buffalo Museum of
Science. Miss Manter was very cordial
to the Wellesley group, and if there





Wellesley College, plies a fluent am
versatile brush in her first comprehen
which opened this: the
galleries of Grace Home. ! hav
to see them at their own convenience
A CLERICAL APTITUDE TEST
A clerical test, valuable for judging
aptitude for secretarial work, will be
given on Friday, April 24th, at 4:40,
in Room 222, Founders Hall. This is
open to all classes. Those who wish to
take the test must register with the
Personnel Bureau.
SCOUT POSITION OPEN
.snrfc October 1st. They want son
who has been a Girl Scout, and v,
interested in work with girls from 10
to 14. If possible, they want someone
who can help with training the Drum
and Bugle Corps. If there are any
seniors who would be interested and
are qualified for this opening, they are
asked to see Miss Sturgis immediately.
WHY SILVER BAY?
i Wellesley Students. n00n had gone off very pleasantly for
everyone. Invitations were cordially
extended for the next open house of]
the spring season, and the guests went
contentedly home, having met most of I
ibers of all three societies, and
ing gained a fairly good idea of
Miss Abbot, whose work we have en- i what they were like,
countered not only in local exhibition.
but remember with distinct pleasure p^UL REVERE RIDES
as being included in the great Phila-
,
qN PATRIOTS' DAY
delphia water-color annual of last I .
—
ipring. turns with apparent ease from
j ^ anniversary f Paul Bevere's ride
was observed last Monday by thousands
of persons in Boston and the surround-
ing towns. The Boston Herald de-
scribes the ride of William Dawes, Jr.,
Italian landside to scenes
among mountains of the Southwest,
and back again to the more familial-
Atlantic seaboard. She even finds sub-
ject matter in a pair o:
go
You l
fair one and the criticism
Silver Bay, like any other
conference, settles very little, but it
does "do things" far more valuable
than settling the problems of students
as a whole, or of the world in general
They are less tangible, perhaps, and
less easy to define, as well as being
largely dependent on the individual.
Perhaps the first and most concrete
dents of one's own college, and the i
opportunity for such friendship as
campus rarely
vels in the flashy
red painted surface of a pile of can
buoys stacked on a Wharf at Woods
Hole awaiting distribution by the
coastal service to danger points of
navigation. A duck pond with its
many webfooted inhabitants furnishes
a pleasing pattern of dark masses
against a background mirroring the
white light of the sky and deep
shadows of the surrounding foliage.
At times one might wish that the
artist would keep her color range in
better control, especially when she
plays the higher octaves of yellow,
orange and red notes. At other times,










new and students see
a a different angle. The
Lake George rarely
|
1 back in convincing aerial per-
BOREDOM ^LARED
ss
The McOill Daily files the following
In large universities there
is no rea.-
and Paul Revere, who once more
spurred their horses over the roads from
Boston to Lexington and Concord.
Once more the leather leggined Min-
ute Men assembled on the Lexington
green in the flickering light of early
morning fires, and Concord church bells
rang at dawn.
Paul Revere, who was impersonated
by Sergt. Roscoe L. Cummmgs, started
his ride from the shadow of the North
end house at 10 o'clock Monday morn-
ing clad in Colonial costume. He car-
ried letters from Acting Mayor Joseph
McGrath, city council president, to
officials of the cities and towns along
the route over which Revere spread the
alarm of the coming of the British.
Over the entire route the rider was
greeted with cheers, speeches and en-
couragement from the watching crowds.
In Arlington Revere was joined by Wil-
liam Dawes, Jr., who was impersonated
by Sergt. Joseph Quinlan.
Military and historical organizations
combined to present a colorful parade
in Medford. Preceding the annual pro-
at Medford High School, where the
13-starred Betsy Ross flag was hoisted.
A long parade along Massachusetts
Avenue from East Lexington to Lex-
ington Center was the feature morn-
SENIORS
If you didn't bring your
car back with you—let us
furnish you with a sport
roadster or a sport sedan.
May be rented, without
driver, at a reasonable rate
per mile.
Call Wellesley 2000 and we
will deliver car to your dormi-










( I for Women/
\ 29 East 29th St.
> 30 East 30th St,
) NEW YORK CITY •
ST-'HE Ideal Residence for Thosei Coming to Town for Shop-
ping, the Theatre, or to Ec.mv
Many Cultural Advantages
Offered in New York.
/ DAILY RATES-NONB HIGHER
J
/ Rooms with Running Water \
> For One — $2.00 . 2.25 (
( For Two— . . . 2.S0 )
( Rooms with Private Bath )
( For One -$2.50 . 3.00 )
> For Two— 3.50 . 4.00
^
that
IMUU.tL' • colorful t
For Special Parlies call
MRS. S. B. STONE
Framingham 1005-W
ke route 126 from Framingham square to No
t on Edmunds Road.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW!
CALENDAR the maids range from
pastry cooks to
larger. But these like to get together
just as much as those in the Vill do.
In their Lake House they gather to






make frequent trips to neighboring
movies. Days off usually mean shop-
ping excursions to Boston or rides to
the shore. However, above all, the
"girls" on campus like to dance. That
is why the party the C. A. committee
gave before Christinas was such a suc-
cess. Fifty maids and their escorts
enjoyed the dance. And they did like
Bobby Trask's orchestra!
"We're all very happy," Mac repeats
many times in talking of herself and
her friends. "The girls are lovely and
very nice to us. We like to see them
going out in their pretty evening dress-
time. We like our work and the people
we work with. And now that they
show two movies in an evening at
PROTEST AGAINST
YALE'S REPERTORY ^
course. In the Eastern universities the
'rah-'rah period has passed. But^-boys
will be boys. They cannot yet be dried'
up little mummies. As far as our ob
servation goes, they are far from it
So they must have some college life
'rah-'rah or dry-as
Other colleges
same topic, as, for example, the March
issue of Ginn and Company's pamph
let, What the Colleges are Doing, in
A reputation of the common belief
that college stu
of music save jazz is indicated in the
program for the third annual Concert
Series of Colby College.
This series of musical events i;
purely student venture and was sta
ed as a protest against a musical c
composed entirely of jazz. A num
of undergraduates felt they had a cc
mon love of good music and felt
lack of opportunity of hearing a:
tiling on campus except the lat
dance tunes. They proposed to put
a high-grade concert. Upon canv
found surprisingly
plan
To those who they
when old College Hall wi
the center of Wellesley life, let tl
words of Katie Mclsaac be of comfoi
Katie, who has seen six generations
Beebeites pass through the sacred po:
tals, thinks the present generation
the 1 , the i
girls here now, she says, are livelier,
more sociable, easier to approach, and
have more personality than their sis-
ters of yesterday. To be sure, the
latter were better housekeepers, less
noisy, better dressed, and more stu-
dious; Katie admits all these things.
But, she says, "I like the new type—
the girl who goes out more but still
manages to do her work well. She
seems to enjoy life more than a girl
Katie is not the only one who feels
this way. Mac, Miss Snyder's "right-
hand man" at Washington, also likes
the present generation. She has seen
many Freshmen come and go in her
five years at Wellesley, but she prefers
all. "They're all fine girls," she says.
"They come in here in all kinds of
weather, never complaining much, and
smile for all of us."
Aside from her views on the college
i great many interesting
B vast number of maids
d waitresses that help
ne life to run smoothly.
at Washington she has
Wellesley girls observed for them- the
selves last week Yale musical technique,
; high rank. The next year a :
but this article from the New York I three recitals was successfully
Evening Post seems pertinent:
, out and arrangements have be
Mr. R. A. Gardner wrote a letter to I pleted for a similar series this
the Yale Alumni Weekly, protesting
j
The success of these concer
against the noncollegiate character of 'the more reassuring evidence
the songs sung by the Glee Club. He
j
persistence of culture in a "j£
said that their concerts were more like when one realizes that the programs
those of adult choral societies than of . have been predomininately "high-
an undergraduate organization. He ! brow" in tone, making no bid for
protested in the name of graduate
]
popularity other than the appeal of
upheld him in these ! good music rendered with technical
J
excellence.
noise thereof. Our :
filled for days with N . g. F . A GLEANINGS
j from prominent I
:
—
intelligentsia of Yale and other col-
1 Mrs Tnomas A Edison says tnat
leges; and. also, with some resounding M] . Edison gets and always has gotten
claps on the back by the average grad-
j a normal amount f sleep.
uate of college spirit and sentiment. * a *
Out of this welter we should like ! m an attempt to settle the noise
to offer some clarification on a contro-
j
problem which has bothered residents
versy that seems to create almost as
\ f one of the dormitories at Colum-
much hard feelings as does one over
; Dia University since the beginning of
Prohibition. ] the fall semester, undergraduate lead-
The first is in regard to "highbrow"
j
ers have taken matters into their own
songs, a term used to distinguish elab- hands and organized a "trial jury"
orate choral music from the usual system which they hope will amelio-
campus songs. We are glad to hear
| rate the abuses speedily and effectively.
Yale i
is extreme in this
respect as they used to be.
The whole thing seems to us a ques-
1 the t




college glee club should
lack of profes-
girl. Mac has i
port the new style an appeal suffi-
ciently strong to insure its necessary
financial support.
We do not concede for a moment
that all the college songs of the last
seventy years are "primitives." We do
not grant that they are all kindergarten
pieces, laughable to all musical sophis-
"girls" in the other Vill houses. They
are a happy lot who enjoy being to-
gether, taking walks around the vil-
lage, going to the movies either at
Wellesley Hills or in Boston, and read-
ing books from the town library. In
addition to this, according to Mac, who
was a nurse before poor health forced
skill of rendition that is
> that required by the Conti-
: songs which seem to be sc
our college s
her to do less
the more ambitious ones study under
the supervision of a C. A. committee.
In this group are. perhaps, budding
actresses, pianists, artists, linguists,
brought i
On campus where Katy Mclsaac
answers the Beebe girls* telephone
calls, conditions are much the same.
Of course in such pretentious estab-





ars is that these com-
posers cannot reflect college life be-
cause there is no longer left, to reflect,
the kind of college life which Mr.
Gardner and his contemporaries knew.
We are told that Prohibition has cut
off the old singing by groups or by
classes, that the boys are immensely
more grown-up, that they are reserved,
serious, and interested In mature things.
There must be some truth in this, of
it comes to oratory, claims Jean Camp-
bell Macmillan, public speaking in-
structor with the University of Cali-
fornia Extension Division.
A faculty rating scale will be
Menomonie, Wmoimiv
! students think of their work.
to EUROPE
$105 up
WHITE STAR RED STAR
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT
As a result of being quarantined ten
scarlet fever, the men in a fraternity
at the University of Pittsburg find that
they spend a good deal of their time
calling up the co-eds. One enterpris-
ing member has somehow obtained a
large supply of nickels and these he
purveys to his brothers four for a quar-
ter.
60. The purpose is to show the aver-
age man the many creative things he
can do during his spare time.
A training school for city officials,
the first to be offered, will be conducted
by the League of Kansas Municipalities
at police headquarters, Wichita, from
June 1 to 6. Lectures will start at 8
A. M. promptly and will continue
throughout the day with five-minute
intermission periods each hour until 5
P. M. Each student will be required
to present a complete
the (
hopeless task to incul-
traditional policies of the Repub-
Party" into modern youth in the
}f politically heretical teachings
and colleges "literally
radicalism," Robert H.
executive director of the Repub-
lational Committee, recommend-
light organization of clubs in
young voters could get their po-
Each year, he said, about 2.000,000
young men and women become of vot-
ing age, and went on: "Where do they
go? Does the Republican party get the
proportion of these new voters that it
cated in the political history of our
country? Are they schooled in the his-
tory of the achievements of the Repub-
the principles for which our party
stands?
"The problem of educating and or-
ganizing the first voter is at once the
most important and the most difficult
one which confronts the Republican
State
old-
Speaking at a banquet of the men's
division of the Young Republicans, at
which were representatives from every
Repub.ican State, Mr, Lucas declared
that the colleges and universities were
even going to the extent of encourag-














This is our Frilly-Fronted
Angora Kid Dress, $7.50
YOU'LL love the soft, scrunchable angora and the
luscious ice-cream pastels of this little frilly-fronted
Angora Kid. It's the kind of a dress you'll wear and
wear and always adore. You'll find it in our Wellesley
Shop at a modest $7.50 along with several new versions
of three-piece knit suits at $10.75, cunning shirt-waist
sweaters at $5.95 to wear with box pleat wool skirts
at $5.95.
